In § 0 we recall briefly the definitions of the Gevrey classes and of the pseudo-differential operators, in order to fix our notations. § 1 describes the symbols and § 2 the operators themselves. It is shown that the composed of two such operators, their adjoints, and their parametrix (when they are elliptic) have the same properties. An easy application to elliptic equations with coefficients in a Gevrey class is made. Our study includes the analytic case, where results are more precise.
Preliminaries.

In this paper, Q always denotes an open subset of R
.
We shall use the notations of L. Hormander [6] for the classical spaces of differentiable functions and distributions.
We use the integral notation for the duality between functions and distributions : if T EdY (Q) is a distribution and cp GCo 00 (Q) a function, the value of T on cp is written A function / € C x (Q) is said to be of class s if for any compact set K C Q, there exist constants C, A such that for any x E K and any multiindex a, the following inequality be true : The Gevrey class G^ (Q) is the set of all functions that are of class s on Q. It is a vector space ; it is closed under multiplication and derivation ; moreover, fo.g is of class s if / and g are.
If K is a compact subset of Q, G 8 (K) will denote the space of all functions which are of class s in a neighborhood of K. (It is a quotient space of G^ (Q) if s > 1, but not if s = 1).
If s > 1, G^ (Q) will denote the space of all functions of class s with compact support.
If s = 1, 0 s (Q) = H (Q) is well known to be the space of all analytic functions on Q ; G 8 (K) = H (K) is the space of functions which are analytic in a neighborhood of K.
We define a bounded subset of G 8 (Q) (resp. G 8 (K), G'o (Q)) to be a subset B such that all / GB satisfy uniformly condition (0.1) (i.e. with constants C, A which depend on K but not on /) (resp. if the / E B are the restrictions to K of the elements of a bounded subset of G 8 (V) for a convenient neighborhood V of K -resp. if it is bounded in G 8 (Q), and every / E B vanishes outside some fixed compact subset of Q).
All these spaces are given the strongest locally convex topology for which the subsets previously described are bounded. (It is easily shown that there are no other bounded set for this topology.)
Finally Go 8 (Q) (resp. G' 5 (Q) (resp. G' 8 (K), G' 5 (Q)) will denote the dual space of G 8 (Q) (resp. G 8 (K), G § (Q)) with the strong topology : its elements are hyper-distributions with compact support (resp. support contained in K, resp. any support).
All these spaces are well known to be nuclear, complete, bornologic and barelled. G 8 (K) is a (DF) space, and G' 8 (K) is a Frechet space.
Let us recall that even in the analytic case (s = 1), the support of an ultra-distribution is well defined : if T G G^ (Q), supp T is the smallest compact subset of Q such that T can be extended continuously to G 8 (K). It is shown that there actually exists one (cf. [9] ).
Still in the analytic case, we shall denote by G' 8 (Q) = H' (Q) the space of all « hyperfunctions » on Q, in the sense of M. Sato (cf. [9] , [11] ) -one obtains them by « sticking » together real analytic functionals with compact support.
We shall also need spaces of hyper-distributions which are regular in some part of Q : if K is a compact subset of Q, we shall denote by Go^ (Q) n G 8 (K) the space of all hyper-distributions with compact support which are functions of class 5' in a neighborhood of K. A subset B of this space is said to be bounded if there exists a neighborhood V of K and a function <p e Co° (V) equal to 1 in a neighborhood of K such that all / G B are of class s in V, and their restrictions to V remain in a bounded subset of G 8 (V), and if moreover the hyper-distributions 
The result does not depend on the choice of <y.
Finally we state without proof. 3. Pseudo-differential operators.
We shall only recall very briefly their definition here. We refer to [7] , [8] for the demonstrations.
A pseudo-differential operator P = P (x, D) on Q is defined by the following formula :
where p (x, Q is a smooth function on Q x R^, and admits when ^ -> oo an asymptotic expansion in homogeneous functions of ^ :
Pk (x, ^) is a smooth function on Q x R w -{0}, homogeneous of degree r -k with respect to ^ (this is a slight restriction to the definition of [7] ).
We will call symbol of P the formal series
The degree of P is the degree r of its principal symbol po (x, ^).
More generally we will call pseudo-differential operator the operator
is of the type described above, and R is an operator with a smooth kernel (thus R is continuous
Following Hormander, we shall say a pseudo-differential operator P is compactly supported if it is continuous Co° (Q) -> CS (Q) and can be extended continuously C°° (Q) -> C 00 (Q) (equivalently if for every compact subset K of Q, there exists another one K' such for any cp € Co 00 (2), P-cp vanishes outside K' (resp. inside K) if cp vanishes outside K (resp. inside KQ). Such an operator can always be represented by formula (0.2) (although not in a unique way if Q ^ R^).
If P and Q are two pseudo-differential operators that can be composed (for instance if P or Q is proper) P o Q is a pseudo-differential operator, with symbol
If P is a pseudo-differential operator, the transposed operator t ?
(defined by ^ ^Op)'^ == / cp'P(^) for all cp,(pECo (Q) is also a 4. We end this section by describing some properties of the Fourier transform of some analytic functions -in view of § 1 and § 2. For the sake of brevity, we do not attempt at any general theorem.
For any number s such that 0 < e < 1, let Q design the cone of all x G C" such that | Im x [ < e | Re x [ ; and let Ve design the set of all matrices g G GL (n, C) that can be factored in the following way :
where ^ G GL (n, R), det g' > 0 and h^gl (n, R), |[/i|[ < s.
Uf is connected open set in GL (n, C). It is stable by the symmetry g-^^i (because ^-
. Finally g'x describes exactly Q when g describes Ue and x describes R^ -{0}.
The following lemma is straightforward : 
) is a bounded holomorphic function on Ue, with values in L°° (R 71 ).
This follows from the Taylor and Cauchy formulas : we have
.. p j = \ |.r| 1 TO
. I .! I (
We compute the integral on the poly sphere |zi[ = ... |z^| = X |x| conveniently oriented ; X is chosen so small that it lies inside of the cone Ce).
The second equality (Cauchy's formula) proves that for large A,
is uniformly bounded on R 71 (i. e. the bound does not depend on a). Thus the series (0.8) converges in L" (R 71 ) for small hEgl(n,C), and the mapping g -> / (g x) is holomorphic in a neighborhood of g = 1. To prove it also is in a neighborhood of any go G Ce , we change f to / (g o x), and diminish £ conveniently, and apply the first result. 
where fjc is homogeneous, of degree a + k + 1, holomorphic on Ce and bounded on the set x E Ce, | x | == 1 (the finite part is defined as in [12] ); f is a sum of derivatives of order < -n -a of the Dirac distribution S if a is entire (f = 0 if it is not), and f is holomorphic in C, and The proof is similar to the preceding one, when one has remarked that if / G Ee, a, then the mapping g -> / (g x) is holomorphic in Ue, with values in a space of integrable distributions on Ry. 
hen Definition (1.1) is equivalent to the following : the serieŝ
is a convergent power series, uniformly (with respect to T) when (x, ^) ranges in a compact subset of Q x (^n -{0 } The fact that (1.1) implies (1.1 bis) follows from the Taylor formula :
The implication in the other direction follows from the Cauchy formula, applied as in Lemma 0.3, and we leave the easy proof to the reader.
Recall that if (p) and (q) are two symbols, the composed symbol (?) o (q) = (r) is given by formula (0.5) : The following propositions follow immediately.
PROPOSITION 1.3. -Let (p) and (q) be two symbols of class (s). Then the composed symbol (r) = (p)o(q) is also of class (s).
proof. -We have N, ((r), T) « N, ((p), T)-N, ( (q), T), so that the formal norm of (r) converges whenever those of (p) and (q) do so. The inverse of (p) is (q) = (^") o (^).
Since (</) is of class s, we only need to prove that (</') also is. This follows from the inequality The last sum in this inequality is equal to fc.a.P
The analytic case.
We now make a special study of the analytic case (s == 1). Let us first remark that in this case, the proof of the equivalence between Definition 1.1 and 1.1 bis, when applied to the x variable, shows that the symbol (p) -=^pk (x, Q is analytic (of class s = 1) if and only if for any given compact set K c 2 there exist constants £, c, A such that every Pk (x, §) is holomorphic in the complex domain Ke x Ce (where Ke stands for the set of all x G 0 such that d (x, K) < s [Re ^j) and further, that the following inequality holds in this domain :
Let now (p) = ^ pk (x, Q be a symbol. The functions pjc (x, §) are supposed to be analytic on Q x (^n -{0}). Let pjc (x, y) design the inverse Fourier transform with respect to !; of the distribution p -f-pj, (x, Q (we refer to L. Schwartz [12] for the definition of the finite part). Proof. -In regard to (l.l)ter, it is sufficient to prove the equivalence when (p) does not depend on x. Let us first suppose that (p) = S Pk (^) ^ an analytic symbol: there exist constants £ < 1, c, A such that every p^ is holomorphic in the complex cone Q ([Im ^[ < £ |Re ^|), and that in this cone, the following inequality holds :
It follows from Prop. 0.4 and 0.5 that the distributions pk(y) are holomorphic in the same cone Ce.
Let us now choose an integer m such that m + r < -n, and consider the set of all distributions of the form 
Further, it follows from the definition of finite parts that pu (y) and its derivatives of order < -n -r + k are continuous and vanish at the origin (even if p'f'pjcC!;) is not a homogeneous distribution). If we inte-grate m + k times in the direction of x when x E Ce', we therefore get the inequality
The convergence of the series ^ pjc (y) in a domain such as described in Prop. 1.5 follows immediately (naturally, the first terms, which are eventually not included in inequalities (1.5) and (1.6), have no influence on the result). 
Pseudo-differential operators of class s.
The notations are the same as in § 0 and § 1. DEFINITION 2.1. -Let P = P (x, D) be a pseudo-differential operator on Q, with symbol a (P) == }[ pk (x,!;) and degree r. P will be said to be strictly of class s if for any given compact set K C Q there exist constants c, A such that for any x G K, any multi-indexes a, j3, and any integer N, the following inequality holds :
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(the factor (J^-N-iei ought to be replaced by (1 + l!;^"^! 31 without changing anything else when r -N -j j3) > 0). (This second definition will be justified by the two propositions below.) Definition 2.1 implies that the symbol of P is of class s. It also implies that the function p (x, f) is holomorphic with respect to ^ in some cone QCjIm^) < £ [Re^(), and a formula analogous to (l.l)bis (or (l.l)ter when s = 1) could be written out.
We now have we have
where m is chosen such that m -n -r > 0.
The proof of Prop. 1.5 shows that the second sum can be estimated by^
for any a, when | Imy | < s | Rey [ < s 2 , for sufficiently small £, and large c, A.
The first term in the second member of (2.5) is the Fourier transform of
Now it follows from Definition 1.1 and 2.1 that for suitable £, c, A, (cAM a!)~1 Ta remains in a bounded subset of the space Ee,r-w of Prop. 0.5.
Therefore it follows from Prop. 0.5 that for sufficiently small s and suitable constants c. A, the functions /^\7.,, -w-^ \ U v^-? ^^) are holomorphic in the set | Im y | < e | Re y \ < e 2 , and we have in this set^X
We now only have to add up inequalities (2.6) and (2.8) to finish the proof.
3. Continuity properties.
In this section we show that our pseudo-differential operators are continuous on some of the hyper-distribution spaces introduced in § 0, No. 2. THEOREM 2.6. -Let P be a pseudo-differential operator of class s on Q. Then P has a unique continuous extension :
for any open subset U C Q such that Q -U be compact. In the general case, let Xo lie outside sing supp (S) + sing supp (T). We can choose two neighborhoods K, K' of sing supp (S) and sing supp (T) which are unions of cubes with small side length such that XQ ^ K + K'. We then write S = Si + 82, T = Ti + T2, where Si (resp. Ti) is the function equal to zero in K (resp. KQ and to S (x) (resp. T (x)) outside K (resp. K'). It follows from the remark above that Si * Ta, 82 * Ti and 82 * T2 are of class •s" in a neighborhood of Xo. Thus it is sufficient to prove
t€K'
this particular shape, this is quite elementary to prove, and we leave the proof to the reader 0. (When s > 1, it is easier to prove Lemma 2.7 by means of a partition of unity of class s. This of course cannot be done when s = 1.)
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.7 (also cf. [13] 
We now prove Theorem 2.6 in the general case. Since an operator R whose kernel is a function of class s is continuous from Go 8 (Q) to G 8 (Q), we will assume that P = P (x, D) is strictly of class s (Definition 2.1). Let us now denote by Ea the inductive limit when s -> 0 of the Banach spaces Ee, a of Proposition 0.5, and by Fa its isomorphic image by the Fourier transform : it is a complete bomological space of type (DF) (cf. (5)). It follows from inequality (2.1) that x -» p (x, y) is a function of class s in Q, with values in Fy.. It also follows from Prop. 0.5 that Fa is a topological subspace of G" (R^) n G 8 (R^ -{0}). Theorem 2.6 then follows from the three remarks below:
1. The bilinear mapping B (cp, T) == P, where the operator P is defined by P (u) = cp • (T * u), is continuous from
(on this last space we put the topology of uniform convergence on bounded sets of Go 8 (Q) 0 G 8 (U)). In order to prove this, it is sufficient to prove the same when one replaces Q by any compact set KcQ, containing Q -U, and G 8 (Q) (resp. Go
) by G-(K) (resp. G^lOnG^U), resp. the space of hyperdistributions which are defined in some neighborhood of K and of class s in U). This last assertion follows from the fact that B is clearly bounded on those spaces (Cor. We shall first prove the theorem when (p) satisfies inequality (1.1) uniformly. It is clear that we can suppose that the degree of (p) is zero -which we will do. The problem is to construct a function p (x, Q satisfying (2.1) uniformly on Q. We first reduce this problem to a problem concerning functions of one complex variable t:
Let us designate by Be.A.< (resp. B^A.s) the space of all smooth functions / on the closed complex cone jIm^|^£|Rer[ (resp. and t ^ 0), which are holomorphic in the interior, and satisfy (The lemma is also true, in fact, for any s > 1. We only give a proof when s ^ 2).
